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Innovators In Protective Packaging

These four words form the basis of our business. They describe us. They are what we are constantly striving to achieve. They 
influence the day to day and define the long term strategy. They provide the inspiration to our staff – from our designers, 
production team and sales team to our directors and everyone in between.

GWP Group are innovators in protective packaging. But what does this mean? These four pillars shape the way in which GWP Group 
operates, and what you can expect as a member of our team…

Innovators

As a business, GWP are constantly looking to improve. Be this through innovative design, use of materials, the systems and 
equipment we make use of and the services we offer to our customers – creative thinking and pioneering ideas play an important 
role in everyone.

We take pride in offering a bespoke level of service to each and every one of our clients, which we aim to achieve through the 
following:

 Placing a strong emphasis on design expertise and problem solving
 Offering services, products and systems specifically tailored to each customers requirements
 Aspiring to offer unique materials and products through a carefully chosen supplier network
 Encouraging ideas and feedback from staff at every level of the business

In (inclusive)

GWP Group recognise the importance of the role that our staff play in the success of our business. As a result, GWP aspire to create 
a safe, inclusive environment that allows all staff to reach their full potential. As a family run business, each member of our team will 
be treated as an individual.

This focus however extends beyond our business, and is reflected in the projects and initiatives that we undertake in the local 
community.

As part of the GWP team, you can expect, and have shared responsibility for:

 Engaging in appropriate training and development programmes to reach your full potential
 That all colleagues, customers and suppliers are treated with respect and socially / morally responsible behaviour at all times
 That the highest levels of health and safety will always be adhered to
 That important information regarding the business will be communicated to all personnel
 To maintain and grow relationships and engage in projects in the wider community
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Protective

Besides the commitment to colleagues and the community, both GWP Group’s and your own responsibilities extend beyond this.

The ethos of GWP Group requires protection for the environment, business’ assets and ongoing operational success of the company 
for everyone involved.

Protecting these interests should be achieved / maintained through all GWP personnel:

 Maintaining the working environment, and equipment, to the highest possible standards
 Ensuring environmental controls are adhered to (including maintaining external accreditations)
 Complying with all legal requirements and legislation as set out in law

Packaging

Whilst packaging is effectively what GWP Group does, we aim to be much more than just another box manufacturer. As with our 
focus on innovation, we realise that the partnerships we form with our customers – large and small – is integral to the ongoing 
success and growth of the business.

As such, our commitment to our customers is as follows:

 To produce exactly what our customers need, exactly when they need it
 To maintain the highest levels of quality and service at all times
 To treat our customers in the same morally and socially responsible way in which we treat our colleagues, in order to build  
 lasting relationships
 To do everything possible to guarantee these, and any other commitments, we make / have made, to our customers

In Summary

As a member of the GWP team, our aim is to treat you as an individual, make you feel valued and ensure you are aware that you 
directly contribute to the success of our business.

Through engagement with the culture and ethos of GWP Group as set out in this document, the board of directors believe the 
benefits of such an approach will result in a working environment, creation relationships and general behaviour that is beneficial to 
all staff, customers, suppliers, the environment and the wider community.

Thank you for being an important part of GWP Group.
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Specialist packaging companies, products and services within GWP Group

Five specialist packaging divisions for every requirement...

Flight case manufacturers and protective case 
suppliers with expertise in engineered foam inserts 

Innovative packaging designers and manufacturers 
specialising in ESD conductive products

The UKs’ leading coaters of specialist finishes onto 
corrugated board, supplying sheet plants nationwide

Unit 22 Chelworth Park
Cricklade
Wiltshire SN6 6HE

01793 754 457 
correx@gwp.co.uk
www.gwp.co.uk/correx

Unrivalled expertise in the design and manufacture of 
multi trip packaging and handling products from correx

Hurricane Close
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP4 6LG

01722 416 440 
protective@gwp.co.uk
www.gwp.co.uk/protective

Unit 22 Chelworth Park
Cricklade
Wiltshire SN6 6HE

01793 754 457  
conductive@gwp.co.uk
www.gwp.co.uk/conductive

Unit 22 Chelworth Park
Cricklade
Wiltshire SN6 6HE

01793 754 457  
coatings@gwp.co.uk
www.gwp.co.uk/coatings
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A fresh approach to corrugated packaging that is cost 
effective and environmentally friendly

Unit 20 Chelworth Park
Cricklade
Wiltshire SN6 6HE

01793 754 444  
packaging@gwp.co.uk
www.gwp.co.uk/packaging


